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Introduction
Radiative cooling of the plasma boundary by controlled injection of medium Z impurities

has been demonstrated to yield substantial reductions of the power flow onto the target
plates as required for future reactors. Important key numbers for such scenarios are

{net dilution and central radiation loss caused by increased central density of the added
impurity depending on the radial transport parameters of the impurity in the bulk plasma.

Radiating boundary CDl—lemode discharges
power neutral beam injection and neon as

in the. ASDEX Upgrade tokamak with high-
radiating species [1] were analyzed and the

impurity transport in the plasma bulk was investigated.

CDH-mode types of discharges with different bulk transport
A comparison of two CDH-mode discharges with neon is shown in fig. 1. Both discharges

have plasma current I,,=l;\‘l.~\, toroidal
field 37:2.5'1' and safety factor «195:4.
Constant XBl—heating with P_\'{=7.5M\N
is used and #8115 has additional 400kW
central lC'RH~11eatiiig. Neon is puffed into
the main chamber and the neon puff rate
1‘3:E is feedback controlled to reach a con»
stant power fraction Fwd/Pt”, $0.9. With
the increase of Fwd the ELM—type changes
from typed to type—Ill and the plasma de-
taches from the target plates as indicated
by the C111 signal measured directly above
the outer target plate (CDH—mode).
After the onset of the CDllvmode both dis-
charges show similar behaviour for the first
0.45. For the rest of the CDH—phase. how—
even the bulk transport for both discharges
is very different. The electron density pro-
file, represented by line-averaged values 01
a central linevof—sight and the density ra-
tio nhcmtml/nelmfluj. remains constant for
#8115 while it peaks for #8189. The soft
x—ray time traces of a central chord and
a chord with Ppol,fun=0'5: stay nearly con-
stant for #8115 and show a strong peak—
ing for #8189. As will be. shown later, this
strong peaking of the soft. x—ray profile for
#8189 can only be explained by a central
accumulation of neon. Some indication to
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Figure l: Cmnparison of two ('DH-dischargw
with differenl cenlml transport behaviour.

this is also given by the density of the fully
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101117911 1191111111,J.,..,-:t1.'2 1iieasu1edbycharge e\1' hanue recombination spectroscoln 111111111
11511111- 13111111sstia1111111g 1110asu1cment0n a chord with pp! 1,. ,,:t)._'7. The internal 11111111111111.
1. is 1'1 11101131111011119 current prolilepeaking. 101 #8159 lowei l values ie 11211111 1111111111
[Homeg- are obscl'U‘tl due to higher resistivity 111 the plasma cc11t01217 \ Z “7/1 , 4/) [he
5101811 encrg\ 111111111 1c11.1cl00s highcr values in the case of peaked Cttt‘Otl and impurity
density profilesl#8l89).
The development of th1= pcakin., in #8189 is accompanied bv a suppression of sawtemh
and the growth of an 111‘-t7n1ode “hile #811") shows stiong sautccth during thc whole
dischaigc. In a number of radiating bonndan discharges (C Dll7 mode and ll mode) with
parameters nearly idcntical to the ones p11151711t hc11: sau'teeth arc alwavs found to
suppress central pcaking of electron 1|ensit\ and 1111on \1l11l12 the lack of 5111111111111 alums
lcads to peak(Pfl profiles. \\ l11: 11 reaching high lcwls of radiated pow'11 fraction the plasma
is vcry close to the limit olsautoot l1 instability \\‘c observed discharges with and \\ithot1t
sawteeth 1n tv pc7 ”El. \1 y H- inodes as well as in ( DH7n1ode.:. For 1.711111111311117 database [5
not very la1ge. but hcic- sawtect 11 Here always present. Triggering of sawtecth by central
l("l1l'l-hcating1:011c not. clearly be seen for the heating powers reached so far (2 300.1111.)

Modelling of I1'11purity Transport in the Case of no Sawteeth
the neon transport and radiation has been modellcd with the 1adial impurity transport

1:ode STR\HL[]11<111g atomic data from the \D‘\S ['1] database. The code uses nicasuied
puofiles ol electron density and temperature in the main plasma the «11111117011- l1\\'(“1’i.\'
Heated 111 a simplified 111anne1'11pplxing decay lengths which are titted to 1116asnrcrd data.
The radial transport equations are sobed by an ansatz of anomalous and/or ncoclassical
rlillusivities and radial drift. vclocities. The neon source function is evaluated from the
measured valve fluxes using an empirical description of recycling and pumping with a
simple chamber model [71].
In fig. '2 various piofiles are given for three time points of the discharge #81851 and 2111-
unripared with measured values. 1 he first time point lep1cscntstl1c C1151? w ith H111 impui itv
piofilc and sustained sawtooth action. the second \vithpeak1d imptnitvprohlc at the 01111
of the ( DH- mode shortly below the neon putt stops and the thiid 0.3)s' afternoon pulling.
lhe total ncon density and the according AZ.” is shown in f1g.'211 11nd ‘21).l‘ig.2d giws
the measured electron densities for these timcs ;\ot.c that the peaking of neon coinc ides
with a peaking of the electron density.
l1ig.'2c and ‘21: Show a comparison of measured and calculated radiation {lines for two
soft x- ray pinhole cameras. which cover the total poloidal plasma cross section. plottcl
over the minimal poloidal flux label of the according] ine7 ol7sight (negative tluxllabels for
chOrds below the plasma. center). One camera is equipped with an 811111 thick bervllium
filter. cutting out all ladiation belou ~1keV. It is sensitive to line radiation of livdrogeir
like and parlt v helium like neon ions but from all other ionization stages of 1111011 and from
other lighter impurities only bremsstrahlung and re1onib1nation radiation contribute The
other camera has a 10011111 thick beryllium filter. which makes the camera insensitive for
all line radiation of the light impulities due to an energy limit of ~‘2. 3ke\'. Thus the
100,11m-camera observes always peaked profiles while the 8111117 camera measures hollow
or peaked profiles b0cause there is always a second maximum of the emissivity around
ppoi=0. 85 due to line radiation of H- and He- like noon. The signals of both cameras are
dominated by the neon radiation and the neon on/ofl" ratios ate about-5:1 to 10: l Thc
barkgionnd radiation due to intrinsic impurities was treated by just considering carbon
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adjusting thr: carbon levrl to such a level. that thP prepuff radiation profilcs could

Inc titted. Then thc tramport parameters for N9 and C were adjusted to get tho host

a-ZYC’
In fig. 2g the modelled densitics of fully ion?
med neon are shown together with the mm»
snt'el'l values from charge cxchange rccom»

hinatinn spectroscom' tC-XRS). The fit to
thp soft xrray data giving also good agree-

ment with the CXRS—dntn. Unfortunately

the innermost point at [lg-«FUJI has a high

uncertainty clue to low signal.
A, (inc can set from thc limo traces in
fig. 1. the impurity peaking ('Olncidcs with

a peaking of thc elnctron density. Thus we
tested. whether lhe impurity profiles can 50,. NR.“ (mo ,1,“ 994nm)

N 20
hr: uxplainr’d hr tlE‘DCl‘dSSit‘al pinch tnrms
lining proportional to the ilopc of the pro-

ton prolilr fawn”, ix (Mr/Hr}. which in
turn is seltlc-unsistently modelled from the
given electron (lr‘nsity and the impurity
demit}: (drifts (Inc to friction lwtwccn im»
purities “'c neglectf-rl). Howvvr‘r. Since

the prol'ilr‘ shape is determincd lay the up
tit) of drift velocity and diffusivity a StrrlUUb
test run only he pr-rformcd \\‘ll<‘!l the antim-
alous (liffunon t‘Of'lliciunl Dan is known.

in forttwt‘ inrr'stigntions [3] we found hol—
low profilcs for the dilfttHiOII mnfficicnt with
central \‘nlucs of 2—3 limos the neoclassical
valut- tthick gro}; Iinc in ligfilfl. however.
these ralnt‘s are sawloutlt—zu'craged. Now
“’1‘ nastinicd that, in thP sawtmitli—lré-e pc-
r-ind of the rlischal‘gt‘ the diffusion reducrs
tn neo<~ln$siral values in the center {solid
line in fig. 2ft. \l’ith this low central (lilfir
sion and by increasing the ”Purl: siral drift
Velocities by a factor of 1.5 (M33211) the
peaking of impurity and soft x-rziy emis-
blOIl could be: described. 'l‘hc gradicnts of
1‘. and 71,7 ‘al’C i‘athPr unccrtain in the steep
gradient zone‘pwi > 0.0 and only zrnnnr
alons transport W25 used in this region.

mnent 0f the modelled and measured soft x-ray radiation fluxes.
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in comparison with mcuwnwl profifis.

Due to the unccrtainties in the profiles of density. tcmpemture. safety factor and anonr

alous diffusion this analysis of impurity peaking in terms of neoclassical theory is certainly

not a real quantitative check but the qualitative fmtnrrs of the Strong impurity pPaking

are described wolf.
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Central Impurity Transport with Sawteeth
For a first investigation of sawteeth induced impurity transport in discharge #8115 étn
unfolding of the additional soft x-ray ra-
diation fluxes alter the neon pufl (rnea- #8115 central 9205‘
sure-d with 10mm? Be-lilter) was performed fi‘—" : Shit XLRay fl
assuming constant emissivity on flux sur— It/rfik/f‘r‘fidl /‘ 1W. 1
{aces Fig. 3b shows the large modulation ; ne.cenual 1
of the central soft x-ray emission in com- l l

, . . ,
parison to the variation of the central elec- E ‘
tron temperature in fig. 3c and the electron 0‘. . t f . 3;.— .
density in tig, 3m Front tin so t it Id) enns i /t”u’/'i“v"‘r't-n,~,-i
smties the total neon densrties in the cen— HEW/fr“ j

, i > i
tcr and at. [1; 01:0“) (fig. rid) were calculated 9' E Te.central

(10
"0

m
'“)

A '3
taking into account the central variation of V‘i’ j , mnmdep‘am
Tr while at pp“: = 0.5 constant '1'; was used 0: (3—1 Dé’gxtilliflg :

i i r , . . 1 ' . ‘3 _ . . 2‘0 "2.3” 2,5 2.6 H ' 2) ”72.3"”it is (.lCdll_\ sren that 111 the LDH phase “mm “mm
every sawtooth leads to a completely llal—
[cued or even slightly hollow profilcc which
develops into a peaked profile until the on~

Figure 5‘: Sawtooth modular/"airs of ncun (limi—
tics Evaluated from {In rarintion nf Sufi .r—I'ny

> . rnnssiritg, cltctron (Icnsri‘y rind {cmpc raft/rt.
set oi the next sawtooth Just alter the
neon pull starts the neon prolile is of course
hollow and the sawtecth cause central lilting 01' the neon profile. These observations are
consistent with the picture that sawtcrxth produce a mixing of the llllplllll} inventories
inside and outside the (Fl-radius [6] From the tinn- constant for profile recover)" alter
a sawtooth crash and the sawtooth lrequency the peaking for zero ft‘E‘ClllPlit‘} can he ral-
rulated beingr only 310% higher than the observed mean peaking. 'l‘hus. even hetwtven
sawtooth crashes the central transport of #8115 has a lower inward drilt parameter com-
pared with #8189 hecause n, is only slighlt)‘ peaked.

Conclusions
For ('Dl’lemode discharges in ASDEX l'pgrude neon density profiles have her-n determined
lrom solt :H'ay measurements using the impurity transport/radiation code STRAH L. For
constant radiated power the central neon density varies strongly for discharges with and
without sawlecth. All discharges in ASDEXellpgrade with high radiation level are close
to the stability limit of sawteeth. For discharges without sawtcelh there is a strong neon
peaking which can he explained qualitatively by neoclassical drills due to peaked proton
profiles For discharges with sawtecth the neon peaking is reduced. The neon invc-nlorics
inside and outside the q:leradius are eliectively mixed during a sawtooth crash, Only
(iilJl'lemodes with sawteeth and flat electron profiles give useful values of APWi/AZMI [7t
and further experiments to preserve sawtceth by central heating will be performed.
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